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1. Introduction 
The Atmospheric Model software (am) produced by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for 

Astrophysics (CfA) can model radiative transfer in the atmosphere from a few GHz to several THz. 

This document contains my notes on how to run am and general tips I discovered while playing 
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around with the software. This is by no means conclusive, and for a detailed explanation on am refer 

to the documentation available on the CfA website at 

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~spaine/am/ 

 

The examples given in this set of instructions are from running am on a Windows 7 32bit laptop, so 

while I will try to keep instructions as generic as possible, the syntax for file paths, etc, may be 

different for your own computer. This will be especially true for Mac and Linux users. 

2. Installation 
am can be downloaded from the CfA website at 

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~spaine/am/ 

 

As of 26/11/10, the latest version is 6.2. Following the download links for Windows will provide you 

with the file am-6.2-x86.zip to download. Within this .zip file, you will want to run the installer file 

am-6.2-setup.msi. Follow the installation instructions, making a note of the directory that am is 

installed to. 

e.g. C:\Program Files\am-6.2 

3. Configuration files 
am produces models based on the details within configuration files (.amc) and the parameters 

entered by the user (See Section 4.). A selection of example configuration files can be found in the 

cookbook subdirectory of the am folder 

e.g. C:\Program Files\am-6.2\cookbook 

 

These files can be opened using a text editor (I recommend using Wordpad as the .amc files are 

displayed formatted and therefore easy to read), and the details can be edited. If you do edit these 

files, the originals can be re-downloaded from 

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~spaine/am/cookbook/ 

although it’s always a good idea to not edit the originals and instead make a copy. 

3.1. Inside the configuration file 

Within the .amc file there is information showing what parameters the user needs to manually enter 

at the command prompt when processing with am, and this can be found on the line 

? usage:   am   CONFIG_FILENAME.amc   PARAMETER_1[UNITS]   PARAMETER_2[UNITS]   etc 

e.g.   ?useage:   am   test.amc   fmin[GHz]   fmax[GHz]  

This will become important during processing, as the user has to enter these parameters on the 

command prompt after specifying the input model file (see section 4). After this line in the .amc file, 

these input parameters are then represented by %1, %2, etc. 

 

am produces a model based on the details within the .amc, and this is outputted as a series of 

columns. These columns are set in the .amc by the line 

output VARIABLE_1   UNITS   VARIABLE_2   UNITS   etc 

e.g.   output   f   GHz   tau   Tb   K 

If units are not defined for a particular output variable, am uses the default units defined within the 

software (See am manual, section 4, supplied with the installer for more information on how to 

change variables and units). 
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NOTE: The am software and manual refers to tau as the Opacity. The calculated tau is actually the 

Optical Depth and NOT the Opacity. 

ASIDE: 

Opacity (Κ) is defined as the cross-section per unit mass for absorption. 

Optical Depth (τ) is 

� = � κρds
�

	
 

where ρ is the density and s is the path length. 

 

If Κ is constant this equation becomes 

� = κρs 
 

3.2. H2O Scale 

Many of the configuration files contain an input parameter labelled as h2o_scale. This is a 

normalised value corresponding to the Precipitable Water Vapour (PWV) (the amount of water 

vapour in the atmosphere contained in a vertical column of unit area above a location). The 

conversion between h2o_scale and PWV is linear and depends on which .amc file is being used (the 

conversion information is usually written somewhere inside of the .amc file, although it may not be 

obvious at first glance). 

 

Configuration file h2o_scale PWV 

generic_mid.amc 1 19.25 mm 

chajnantor.amc 

chajnantor_lowres.amc 

1 1 μm 

4. Running am 

4.1. Create a directory for am files 

When using am it is recommended to create a new folder somewhere easily accessible and copy the 

.amc files to be used to it. This keeps all of the current work in one place for easy management, and 

also makes am processing commands much simpler. 

e.g. Create a folder called am_model in C:\Users\Chris\ and copy .amc files that are to be used to 

this directory 

Remember to note down the path to the directory for later use 

e.g. C:\Users\Chris\am_model\ 

4.2. Running am in Command Prompt 

In Windows, am is accessed from the command prompt, which can be found by either searching for 

cmd  or Command Prompt from the Start Menu. Command Prompt is a black terminal window, 

similar to a Linux console or older DOS interface. 

 

Before processing, the directory that Command Prompt points to must be changed to the folder 

created in section 4.1. This is done by typing 

CD   PATH_TO_DIRECTORY 

e.g. CD   C:\Users\Chris\am_model 
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The main menu for am can be accessed by typing am, and this will display various options about the 

software. 

5. Creating model data with am 

5.1. Outputting all data to the command prompt 

To process an .amc file to create a model of the atmosphere and output the data to the command 

prompt, type 

am   FILENAME.amc   INPUT_PARAMETER_NUMBERS(see section 3.1.) 

e.g.   am   generic_mid.amc   0   100   0   1 

This outputs all data (the model data and the original .amc file with input parameters filled in) to the 

Command Prompt. This is not useful for subsequent plotting in MATLAB, and so sections 5.2 or 5.3 

should be used to save the data to file. 

5.2. Outputting model data and configuration data to separate files 

To process an .amc file and output the model data and configuration data to separate files, type 

am   FILENAME.amc   INPUT_PARAMETER_NUMBERS   >   OUTPUT_MODEL_FILENAME.out   2>   

OUTPUT_CONFIGURATION_FILENAME.cfg 

e.g.   am   generic_mid.amc   0   100   0   1   >   output_model.out   2>   output_config.cfg 

This approach makes loading the model data into MATLAB simple, as only the model data is 

contained within one of the output files. For a more efficient data storage method, but one that is 

more difficult to load into MATLAB, see section 5.3. 

5.3. Outputting model data and configuration data to the same file 

To process an .amc file and output the model data and configuration data to the same file, type 

am   FILENAME.amc   INPUT_PARAMETER_NUMBERS   >   OUTPUT_MODEL_FILENAME.out   2>   &1 

e.g.   am   generic_mid.amc   0   100   0   1   >   output_model.out   2>   &1 

This command creates one output file that contains the configuration details followed by the model 

data. While this removes possible confusion over which model data belongs to which configuration 

data, it does make it more difficult to quickly load the model data into MATLAB for analysis. 

Therefore, unless proficient in MATLAB use the processing command in section 5.2. 

5.4. Using input or output files in different folders 

In some cases the input .amc file will be in a different location (i.e. a different folder), or the output 

.out and .cfg files will be saved to a different location to the input .amc file. When this arises the 

commands outlined in this section can be modified by the use of ‘stdin’, which allows the full path 

name to be entered in the Command Prompt. 

am   stdin   <   PATH_TO_INPUT_FILENAME.amc   INPUT_PARAMETER_NUMBERS   >   

PATH_TO_OUTPUT_FILENAME.out   2>   &1 

e.g.   am   stdin   <   C:\Conf\generic_mid.amc   0  100  0   1  >   C:\Models\output_model.out   2>   &1 

6. Post-processing using MATLAB 
To plot the model, I have used basic commands in MATLAB. After starting MATLAB, move to the 

directory where your output file is located. 

 

The file can then be read into MATLAB by typing 

load OUTPUT_FILENAME.out 
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which creates a matrix variable in MATLAB’s workspace called OUTPUT_FILENAME (Notice the lack 

of a file extension). 

 

To plot the data, type 

plot( OUTPUT_FILENAME(:,column_number_x) , OUTPUT_FILENAME(:,column_number_y) ) 

where column_number_x and column_number_y refer to the column number to be plotted along 

the x axis and y axis respectively. See section 7 for a more detailed example of MATLAB code. 

7. Worked Example 
 

For this example I am going to use the generic_mid.amc configuration file , which can be found in 

the cookbook subdirectory. I made a copy of this configuration file and saved it to 

C:\Users\Chris\am_model 

7.1. generic_mid.amc 

Within the generic_mid.amc configuration file there is a line of code specifying the input parameters 

that will be entered into the Command Prompt. 

e.g.   ? usage: am   generic_mid.amc    fmin[GHz]    fmax[GHz]    zenith_angle[deg]    h2o_scale 

These input parameters are minimum frequency (fmin), maximum frequency (fmax), zenith angle 

(zenith_angle) and the H2O scale (h2o_scale), with units specified in [square brackets]. When 

entering these into Command Prompt I will set them to 0, 400, 0, and 1 respectively. 

 

The output parameters are also specified within the generic_mid.amc configuration file, on the line 

e.g.   output   f   GHz    tau    Tb   K 

These are the default output parameters for this configuration file, and correspond to frequency (f), 

optical depth (tau) and brightness temperature (Tb). The units for each output parameter are also 

specified, except in the case of the optical depth. When this occurs the default units are used (for 

more information on output parameters and units see the am manual, section 4). I am going to edit 

this configuration file to also produce a model of the transmittance (tx) 

e.g.   output   f   GHz    tau    Tb   K   tx 

This will produce a set of model data consisting of 4 columns; frequency, optical depth, brightness 

temperature and transmittance. 

7.2. Processing 

On Command Prompt, I first had to change the directory by typing 

CD   C:\Users\Chris\am_model 

In order to process the data with am, on the Command Prompt I typed 

am   generic_mid.amc   0   400   0   1   >    C:\output_model.out    2>    C:\output_config.cfg 

Which, after processing, saved the outputted model data to output_model.out, and the final 

configuration file to output_config.cfg. 

 

To analyse the model data, I loaded MATLAB and changed its default directory to 

C:\Users\Chris\am_model. I then loaded in the model data output_model.out with the command 

load output_model.out 

I then plotted frequency against the optical depth (columns 1 and 2 in output_model.out) 

plot  (  output_model (: , 1)  ,  output_model (: , 2)  )  ; 

 xlabel  (  'Frequency (GHz)'  )  ; 

ylabel  (  'Optical Depth (Nepers)'  )  ; 

title  (  'Graph of optical depth of atmosphere for different frequencies'  )  ; 
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This produced Figure 1. By changing the above code slightly I also plotted the frequency against the 

transmittance (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 1 A graph illustrating the change in optical depth of the Earth’s atmosphere as a function of frequency, modelled 

by the am Atmospheric Model software. 

 

Figure 2 A graph illustrating the change in transmittance of the Earth’s atmosphere as a function of frequency, modelled 

by the am Atmospheric Model software. Note that the MATLAB code in section 7.2 was altered slightly to produce this 

graph. 
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8. Contact 
If you have any comments or suggestions about this quick set of instructions, you can e-mail me at 

 

christopher.taylor-2@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk 
 

Alternatively you can view this, along with other instructions and information at 

 

http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~ctaylor 


